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Wikidot is a  [[wiki farm]] of [[Wiki]] Sites which provides free hosted wikis (like your-
site.wikidot.com) with lots of features and professional wiki publishing, collaboration and 
communication solutions to anyone. Wikidot offers users the ability to create websites using 
'wiki' technology as used in Wikipedia and other products. Wikidot offers freedom from 
advertising, and free hosting for its users' websites.  

Wikidot was founded by [[Michal Frackowiak]], developed in Poland and was published as 
open source in January 2008. 

==Software and features== 
The [[Open Source]] Software used is available free to everyone at wikidot.org.<ref> 
http://www.prnewsnow.com/Public_Release/Tech_Internet/178710.html Wikidot Platform 
Released as Open Source under Affero GPLv3 license]</ref>.
Wikidot uses its own [[software]] and wiki [[syntax]], both of which are under continuing 
development.  It recently  deleted the limit of members for "private" (closed shop) wikis.

Users can create free wikis, which  can be ''public'' or ''private'' and only viewable by those 
who know either the wiki -site password or are explicit members.

'''Pros:'''
  
One of the advantages of the Wikidot is it's support of password protected private wiki. Now 
more than 40 %  of the sites  are private) and the easy to install and use of a site specific 
forum. The software is quite easy to use. Also, there is no restriction on the number of users, 
number of pages, or revisions. 

'''Cons'''

A little drawback of the Wikidot platform  is its limited space offered  for files ( images, pdf, 
doc, xls a.s.o -300 MB) for  free. Not limited are all txt-pages and their revisions. But with the 
possiblity to embedd Videos, Images from other services this is not e a real problem. 

Also, the Wikidot syntax is  easy to use for beginners and non-technic starters, but if the 
beginners get more and more knowledge, they are often over roled by the lot of features and 
the  sophisticated functionality.

The permissions are different to set for user-attributes, but in current release  there is no 
possibility to "hide" a page or category. 

The [[wiki farm]] was launched on 1. August 2006 under Rel 1.0 , an today  (10. March 2008) 
there are  more than 93.000 user  worldwide in most countries with over a million pages of 
user-created  content. Every day  the [[wiki farm]] gets  about 500 new users.
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